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ABOUT
I am a versatile, results-oriented full-stack web developer, specializing in front-end web design. With over 8 years of
experience in the field of marketing, I have worked with clients, developers, and design tools to plan web applications.
I'm excited to now transition roles and effectively execute those designs myself. I love seeing my ideas and efforts
come to life on the webpage as I tackle a challenge. I am passionate about professional development, creative
challenges, collaborative work, and designing experiences that inspire the user.

TECHNICAL
HTML
CSS
JAVASCRIPT
BOOTSTRAP
VCS WITH GIT
PAIRED PROGRAMMING
THYMELEAF
TEST DRIVEN DEVELOPMENT
JAVA SE
MYSQL
SPRING BOOT
JQUERY
OBJECT ORIENTED PROGRAMMING
JAVA EE (SERVLETS, JSP)
ADOBE ILLUSTRATOR
TRELLO
GITKRAKEN
MYSQL WORKBENCH
EXPOSURE TO:
ADOBE PHOTOSHOP, FIGMA,
REACT.JS

PROJECTS
CAPSTONE {YumRando} | Jan 2021
A web application built to answer the age-old question of "what's for dinner." Built
using the Zomato restaurant API and geolocation to suggest a restaurant to users that
is near them. Visitors are able to build a list using local storage to randomize through.
Registered users are offered further customization through self-generated lists saved
to the database with a unique title, the ability to review the restaurant with added
photos, and share their experience with those on their friend list. Created as a group
programming project.

ADLISTER {BeyondMonopoly} | Nov 2020
A craigslist style java application featuring board games. Created using JSP files,
servlets, and DAOs to allow users to create, read, update, and delete ads from a
MYSQL database. Created as a group-programming project.
MOVIES DATABASE APPLICATION {Have You Seen} | Sept 2020
Single page CRUD application ran on a JSON server allowing users to add, delete, edit,
and rate movies using AJAX requests. Developed incorporating OMDB API, allowing
the application to display movie summaries, genre, and movie poster images. User is
able to keep a list of movies to watch next and suggest movies that are "kind of like"
what they are reviewing. "Kind of like" feature allows user to guide friends towards
their next movie if they enjoyed what the user reviewed. Created as a pairedprogramming project.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
DATAVOX - Marketing & Business Development Coordinator | 2019- 2020
SMB, Enterprise, & Municipality account generation via various campaigns
Event management, relationship building, hit goals, and met deadlines

EDUCATION
Texas Christian University, 2016

Strategic Communication, BS

USHEALTH ADVISORS - Licensed Insurance Agent | 2018 - 2019
Exceeded $75k milestone in Q1
relationship building, customer service, managed personal marketing

CODEUP, 2021
Certificate of Completion

GCG MARKETING - Account Coordinator | 2015 - 2016
Met with clients, assessed needs, developed plan, passed on to creatives, ensured
projects met quality standards and deadlines, confirmed project met client's expectations

and intensive 22-week full-stack

A TO Z PEDIATRIC THERAPY - Marketing | 2013 - 2014
Internal Communications, Graphic Design, Event Planning, Executive Assistant
Averaged 4 events yearly for 200 employees

of expert instruction in software

A fully-immersive, project-based,
Java career accelerator that
provides students with 670+ hours
development.

